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Niarchos
Foundation
Announces
3 Projects

Greek Doctors Create
Worldwide Network at
Medical Conference in Kos
By Yannis Sofianos
Special to the National Herald

Foundation Signs
Memorandum with
Greek PM Karamanlis
By Demetris Tsakas
Special to the National Herald
NEW YORK – Greece’s Prime Minister Costas Karamanlis signed a
Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with two trustees from the
Stavros Niarchos Foundation, Andreas Dracopoulos and Spyros
Niarchos, marking the official commencement of three major projects
to be completed at the sea-side
Athens metropolitan area of the
Faliron Delta. Namely, the projects
will include the construction of the
National Library of Greece, the National Lyric Theater, and the Cultural and Educational Park. All three
buildings will be located at the site
of the old racetrack at the Faliron
Delta.
According to the MoU, the Niarchos Foundation will finance the
studies (architectural, static, and
environmental), as well as assume
the full construction costs - including equipment and furnishing expenses – of the three projects. The
location of these three major construction works spans approximately 165.000 square meters. The
Niarchos
Foundation
further
pledged to follow the latest and
most environment friendly procedures and standards while undertaking the construction.
As previously reported by The
National Herald, all three of these
new sites will bear the name of the
Stavros Niarchos Foundation, but
will be given over to the Greek
State. The costs of these projects
are estimated at 300 million Euros,
and will be completed at no expense whatsoever to the Greek taxpayers.
After signing the MoU, Prime
Minister Karamanlis, noticeably
content, stated “I am particularly
pleased over the fact that a Memorandum of Understanding was
signed between the Greek State
and the Stavros Niarchos Foundation for the construction and equipping of the new sites of the National Library of Greece, the National
Lyric Theater, and the Educational
and Cultural Park, all to be located
at the old racetrack in Faliron.”
Mr. Karamanlis stressed the significance of this undertaking, saying “it will bring new life to Athens,
and, at an estimated budget of 300
million Euro, will serve as a modern-day center of education and
culture. This is yet another project
Continued on page 3

Teenagers Sing
Greek Songs of
Glorious Era
By Christopher Tripoulas
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Gore meets with PM Karamanlis during his trip to Athens
Greek Prime Minister Costas Karamanlis, left, speaks with Former US Vice-President Al Gore at the
Premier's office in Athens on Wednesday, June 13, 2007. Karamanlis pledged to make Gore's book on the
growing climate crisis "An Inconvenient Truth," along with the Oscar-winning DVD documentary based on
Gore's lectures, available in every Greek school throughout the country. See story on page 7.

NEW YORK – The island of Kos, in
the Southeastern Greek region of
the Dodecanese, home of Hippocrates, the ancient “Father of
Medicine,” was the host site for first
ever Global Hellenic Medical Network Conference, which was held in
conjunction with the 19th Biennial
Conference of the Hellenic Medical
Society of New York (HMSNY), last
week, from June 7 – June 10. This
unique conference was organized by
the Federation of Hellenic Medical
Societies of North America (FHMSNA) and HMSNY, under the auspices of the Greek Ministry of Health
and Social Solidarity and the Hellenic Academy of Medical Education.
Over 300 Greek doctors of the Diaspora from all around the world
came to Kos to attend the proceedings. Many of the attendees are
renowned medical specialists, enjoying international recognition for
their contributions to their profession, and are at the forefront of innovative medical research. The idea
for this global conference was first
discussed with the HMSNY approximately one year ago, and then subsequently with the FHMSNA. The
details of this conference were officially made public six months ago,

By Theodore Kalmoukos
Special to the National Herald
BOSTON – The anniversary of the
historic Battle of Crete, which was
celebrated by the Cretan Society of
San Antonio, Texas, at the community center of St. Sophia parish on
May 28th 2006, revealed a long existing problem in the parish that
has to do with the use of the Greek
language in the Liturgy and generally in the worship of the parish.
Rev. Dan Susiu, originally from Romania and Metropolitan Isaiah of
Denver are at the center of this controversy that has divided the
parishioners.
In May 2006, the president of
the San Antonio Cretan Association, Ritsa Winters, asked Deacon

John Stehling to speak about the
Battle of Crete in a special ceremony of the Association that took
place at St. Sophia’s Hall. Deacon
Stehling was a Roman-Catholic
monk and was converted to Orthodoxy in 1963. He studied Greek,
learned Byzantine music from the
late professor of Holy Cross School
of Theology Savas J. Savas and was
ordained as Deacon and served the
parish of St. Sophia for more than
40 years. Deacon Stehling declined
to chant in English despite the pressure he received from Fr. Dan Suciu.
Deacon Stehling spoke about
the historic Battle of Crete, (the National Herald has obtained a copy
of his speech), but a non-Orthodox
(at the time) young lady engaged

to a Greek-Orthodox member of
the parish protested to Fr. Suciu accusing Deacon Stehling of using anti-Semitic and antipatriotic language in his speech. Fr. Suciu advised her and her fiancé to write to
the parish council. Fr. Suciu had already complained to Metropolitan
Isaiah of Denver about the Deacon’s speech.
Metropolitan Isaiah suspended
Deacon Stehling without communicating with him, nor the leadership of the Cretan Association. He
never even read the Deacon’s
speech. Fr. Suciu related Metropolitan Isaiah’s decision after his return from the Clergy-Laity Congress in Nashville, Tennessee in JuContinued on page 3

Continued on page 5
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Christodoulos undergoes surgery
Deputy Minister of Health Athanasios Giannopoulos talks to reporters outside of Areteio hospital after Archbishop Christodoulos'
surgery. See story on page 7.

Let Us Save the Forgotten Greek American Press
By Steve Frangos
Special to the National Herald
The Greek-American Press, so
vibrant and productive for well
over 100 years, is from an archival
point of view now nearly gone. Libraries and archives around the
country that once held long runs of
Greek newspapers, magazines and
books have had to cull these materials from their collections. This is
no conspiracy. Public institutions
are living entities. As matter of
course newspapers, magazines,
books and other print materials are
reviewed by their custodians.
When any published holdings are

not used by the public, after a prudent period of time, they are simply
pulled from the shelves and abandoned.
With no active class of GreekAmerican scholars and even fewer
average Greek-Americans seeking
out these carefully saved collections they have slowly faded from
the shelves of our nation’s libraries.
Every Greek-American should be
alerted to this situation. Private collections are now very often the only
source for these once commonly
available documents. They contain
our unwritten history. When they
pass into oblivion anyone will be
able to virtually make any claims

they wish, based on the few scraps
left behind.
You can help save the publishing
history of the Greeks in the United
States. And without exaggeration if
you have one of these now rare periodicals you may, in fact, be literally the only one who can do just
that.
By at least 1903, Greek American publishers were successfully
producing much more than simply
newspapers
and
magazines.
Among the readily available publications produced strictly for popular entertainment were the annually-issued chronologia. In any
chronologia issued, that I have

seen, the beginning pages always
feature a month-by-month breakdown of the year both in terms of
astrological and ecclesiastical calendars. In the pages that follow
each chronologia is a rich mix of
feature articles, poems, historical
accounts and even droll comedic
satire.
Given the rarity of the GreekAmerican press I have only seen a
ten year run of these chronologia.
As fate would have it the only
chronologia I have ever seen were
all published by the Ethnikos Keryx.
Since its inception in 1915, the Eth-
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Acropolis among the top 10 New Seven Wonders
The ancient Parthenon temple, in the Acropolis hill, is seen in this photo from files taken on Feb. 3, 2004.
The Acropolis is among the leading contenders to be one of the new Seven Wonders of the World as a massive poll enters its final month withvotes already cast by more than 50 million people, organizers say. The
seven winners will be announced July 7, 2007 in Lisbon, Portugal.
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By James Politi, Ben White
and Francesco Guerrera

SACRAMENTO, Calif. – The valor
and courage of Greek soldiers has
never been questioned since 300
Spartans stood their ground around
2,500 years ago at the Battle of Thermopylae. The problem is that many
of modern Greece’s military achievements are overshadowed by their ancient ancestors. Greek-American
filmmaker Christos Epperson will attempt to rectify this oversight in his
new documentary film, “Outpost
Harry,” the untold story of Greek soldiers defense of strategic hill during
the Korean War.
“I don’t think there’s anything
more important than the contribution of the modern Greeks,” Mr. Epperson said. “Our parents and grandparents were here in this country and
their contributions to this country
have been looked over. So much time
and emphasis has been placed on the
ancient Greeks, but the modern
Greeks have been overlooked. They

Continued on page 4

By Mark Frangos

Continued on page 4

Blackstone
Founders to
Net $2.6
Billion in IPO
Listing
Born in Kearney, Nebraska to
Greek immigrant parents, Peter Peterson was a government official
during the Nixon administration,
even serving as Secretary of Commerce in 1972.
He was Chairman and CEO of
Lehman Brothers for 11 years before
co-founding
Blackstone
Group, a private equity and investment management firm.
Blackstone co-founders Pete Peterson and Steve Schwarzman will
together reap as much as $2.6bn
from the US buy-out group’s initial
public offering, the firm revealed
on Monday in an unprecedented
disclosure of its compensation details.
The sum highlights the extraordinary wealth private equity executives have created for themselves
during the industry’s recent boom
years. This has both elevated their
status and influence in global business and attracted increasing
scrutiny from politicians and regulators.
Mr. Peterson, the 81-year-old senior chairman of Blackstone, will
be selling 59.9 per cent of his stake
in the company, for a sum of
$1.88bn, most of which will be donated to charity. He will only own 4
per cent of Blackstone after the
stock market listing, expected later
this month.
Mr. Schwarzman, the 60-year
old chief executive who runs the
firm, will be selling a 5.7 per cent
stake for up to $677m. After the
IPO, Mr. Schwarzman will be by far
the largest shareholder in Blackstone, with a stake of 23 per cent

Film Honors
Greek Heroes
of Korean War

NEW YORK – There was a time not
too long ago when Greek music
was a marriage between the poetry
of Nobelists like George Seferis and
Odysseas
Eltyis
and
world
renowned composers like Mikis
Theodorakis
and
Manos
Hatzikakis. On Friday night June 8
and Sunday afternoon June 10,
Greek American musician Gregory
Maninakis and his ensemble gave
their audience a taste of this glorious era in Greek song, with one major difference; the performers of
these unforgettable Greek classics
were all in their teens and early
twenties.
Mr. Manikakis’ production, entitled “A Song for Every Name,” took
place at the Archdiocesan Hellenic
Cultural Center, in Astoria, featuring some of the local Greek Community’s brightest young talents.
The songs chosen were all inspired
by real life or imaginary figures,
and featured their names as their titles. The songs were written by
some of Greece’s most famous po-
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during a visit to the United States by
Greece’s Minister of Health and Social Solidarity Demetris Avramopoulos.
The purpose of this conference is
to form an organized network of
Greek doctors all over the world,
which will not itself be a State-run
institution, but will enjoy the full
support of the State. According to
Mr. Avramopoulos, the GHMN will
seek “to form a knowledge base and
support system regarding medical
science, research and related institutions, as well as promote the exchange of medical knowledge, and
update members on new developments in the diagnosis and treatment of illnesses. The goal of the
GHMN is to mutually benefit Greek
doctors living and working in the Diaspora, as well as the scientific and
academic professionals in Greece.”
The doctors present at this first
ever GHMN conference ever agreed
to form an International Board
which will coordinate future initiatives through its committees, as well
as establish an international medical
award. “Communication” was the
buzz word of the conference, and
appeared repeatedly in the conference resolutions. Dr. George Dangas, President of the HMSNY said
that “communication is established

Texas Church Fights for Greek Language
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